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RECENT EVENTS IMPACTING
CREDIT RISK

Below we will discuss the latest insights and news impacting the metals and manufacturing sector. As

we continue into 2020, we’ve seen businesses sharpen their focus with divestitures and M&A activity.

We’ve also seen businesses close their doors. We also note some pockets have experienced worse

conditions than others, most notably the RV and Heavy-Truck sectors.

In the beginning of February, Arconic Inc. announced

it will separate into two independent, publicly traded

companies. The Engineered Products and Forgings

businesses (engine products, fastening systems,

engineered structures and forged wheels) will remain

in the existing company, which will be renamed

Howmet Aerospace Inc. and change its stock ticker

from “ARNC” to “HWM” in connection with the

separation. The Global Rolled Products businesses

(global rolled products, aluminum extrusions and

building and construction systems) will be held by a

new company that will be named Arconic Corporation

at separation and that intends to list its common

stock on the New York Stock Exchange under the

symbol “ARNC.” The separation is expected to

become effective on April 1, 2020.

Arconic Inc’s (to be renamed Howmet Aerospace) credit profile should benefit from significant debt

repayment as the company expects to use proceeds of the spin-off to pay down $1.3 billion in debt.

We also note the company stands to benefit from focusing on its higher margin aerospace operations,

rather than the lower margin rolled products segment. Once the transaction is closed and the entities

are operating independently, we will look to issue new credit scores for the individual companies.
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On January 30, 2020, Traton SE (subsidiary of Volkswagen AG) made an unsolicited proposal to

acquire all of Navistar International Corp.'s outstanding stock for $2.9 billion. Traton currently owns

16.8% of Navistar and has a strategic alliance with Navistar. As a result, we believe Navistar’s risk trend

is now developing. If the acquisition goes through, we will likely upgrade the company’s risk rating

given the financial strength of the acquiring company. Volkswagen AG is currently BBB+ rated by S&P

Global Ratings and A3 rated by Moody's Investors Service.
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On January 31, 2020, Duncan Recycling and Refining, LLC filed for Chapter 7 bankruptcy in the

Oklahoma Bankruptcy court. In the court documents, it stated that no property appears to be available

to pay creditors; the company listed assets of $0-$50,000. Of significance, the company was sued by

Amarillo Metals Company, Inc. in 2019 for a contract dispute. The court ordered final judgment on

December 9, 2019 and ordered Duncan to pay Amarillo $160,473.
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Bayou Steel’s bankruptcy was converted to a Chapter 7 liquidation on February 21, 2020 and it will be

taken over by an independent trustee. Judge Karen B. Owens of the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the

District of Delaware granted the unsecured creditors committee’s motion to convert the case, because

Bayou Steel was administratively insolvent, meaning that the company lacked the means to pay even

priority and post-bankruptcy claims. Court documents stated the company’s $28 million in cash was far

short of the $36.5 million owed to Black Diamond and the $30 million owed to unsecured creditors. This

is a stark reminder that there are too many variables that can occur during bankruptcy proceedings to

feel comfortable shipping a bankrupt customer. From a pure credit perspective, cutting ties with a

bankrupt customer is usually the best option.

Moving along, the RV and Heavy-Truck sector continue to

face an uphill battle. Suppliers to these segments should

review all customer accounts given the industry

headwinds. Class 8 truck orders remain subdued as the

industry continues to face high inventory levels. As a

result of cut production, several heavy-truck

manufacturers have laid off workers.  Daimler Trucks,

Volvo Trucks, Paccar, and Navistar all announced job cuts

within the last few months.  This has also impacted major

suppliers like Cummins Inc., who recently lowered its

headcount by 2,000 employees. Turning to the RV

industry, demand is extremely sensitive to overall

economic health, as buying an RV is a large discretionary

purchase for the majority of customers. S&P Global

Ratings stated that the ongoing inventory correction and

retail sales decline in the North American recreational

vehicles (RV) industry will likely persist through 2020.

While we expect growth for the U.S. economy in 2020, we

believe it will be slower and possibly experience a quarter of 

flat or negative growth. Additionally, the January ISM Manufacturing Index reported PMI above 50%,

signaling expansion, but we note this is the first positive reading in six months. The ISM Manufacturing

Index has been on a downtrend since late 2018. Furthermore, manufacturing industrial production is

down 0.8% year over year, with 13 of 19 sub-industries in contraction. Uncertainty surrounding the

spread of the coronavirus continues to add volatility to markets worldwide and has weighed on base

metal prices. With all these variables in play, now is the time to review your accounts and shrug off the

complacency that has likely settled into your credit process.
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Ratio analysis is an important part of a credit professional’s arsenal. Ratios help determine a customer’s

credit worthiness. Our four-part series on ratio analysis will cover four key ratios: debt-to-equity, debt-

to-EBITDA, EBITDA-to-interest expense, and current vs. quick ratios. For our first installment, we will cover

the debt-to-equity ratio.
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The debt-to-equity (D/E) ratio is calculated by dividing total liabilities by total equity. Total liabilities and

total equity can both be found on a company’s balance sheet. For example, if a company’s total liabilities

are $3 million and its equity is $1 million, its D/E ratio is 3x. This means for every $1 in equity, the company

has $3 in debt.

 

This ratio is used to evaluate the financial leverage of a company. Furthermore, it shows how much a

company is financing its operations through debt compared to its own money. The higher the debt-to-

equity ratio is, the more leveraged a company is. An ideal debt-to-equity ratio is around 1x, where

liabilities are equal to equity. But more leverage isn’t always a bad thing. In some cases, it can help

maximize profits, while in other cases it can maximize losses. The following are important to consider

when using this ratio: What is the reason for borrowing? Will the company be able to make payments as

they become due? How many times can the company cover its interest expense with its operating

income? Will the company be able to stay in compliance with its bank covenants?

RATIO ANALYSIS SERIES:

DEBT/EQUITY
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When analyzing a customer’s debt-to-equity ratio, it is

also important to note the industry the company is in.

Different industries require different amounts of capital

to operate. A high D/E ratio may be normal in one

industry, while a low D/E ratio may be normal in another.

Industries that require more investment include oil

production, automotive manufacturing, and steel

production. Industries that don’t require much capital

include tech and services.

The debt-to-equity ratio is one of the top ratios credit professionals look at. This is because it helps to

understand how risky a company is from a long-term solvency basis. A high debt-to-equity ratio can

mean a higher risk for creditors because the company may not be able to make enough money to repay

its debts. Creditors typically prefer a low debt-to-equity ratio when extending a company credit

because they will be better protected if the company goes into bankruptcy or defaults on its debt. When

analyzing a company’s overall health, this ratio should be considered.
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D/E Ratio

Short-Term Debt + Long-Term
Debt + Other Fixed Payments

Total Equity

RISK MITIGATION   TOOL:

CHECKING UCC FILINGS

Universal Commercial Code (“UCC”) filings often go ignored when conducting a credit analysis of a

company, but they can be an important indicator of risk and provide clues if understood correctly. A

UCC filing is a legal form in the United States that a creditor files to give notice that it has a security

interest in the personal or business property of a customer. These filings are public record and should

become part of the review process for credit professionals.

Lenders and creditors file UCC filings to solidify

their security interest in a customer’s asset to

facilitate a transaction. These filings are often

overlooked when evaluating a company’s risk

profile, but UCC filings can provide valuable

insight into a customer and can be especially

useful with private companies that may not have a

lot of publicly available credit information.

Customers that have multiple UCC filings on them

by various lenders and creditors should be viewed

as a higher risk. The reasoning for this is that a 
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higher level of UCC filings present indicates more creditors have viewed the customer as a higher risk

and have required collateral before moving forward with the transaction. It is common for lenders to

require collateral, but if there are an abundance of trade creditors requiring collateral as well, it should

be viewed as a red flag.

 

Another risk to consider when reviewing the UCC filings of a customer is that it can prevent the

customer from securing additional financing from lenders. If a lender files a blanket lien, which is

common with traditional bank loans, it can become difficult for the debtor to obtain additional funding

until the lien is satisfied or removed. This is important as it can constrain a company’s access to capital

which could lead to tighter liquidity in a time of need. 

 

Too many UCC filings should cause concern for a supplier looking to extend trade credit as it can

significantly lower the chance of recovering exposure if the customer were to default. Reviewing these

filings in addition to securing financial, bank, and trade information should be a part of every credit

professional’s review process.
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To find out how ProfitGuard can help your

business, please contact us at (866) 990-1099 or

visit eprofitguard.com.

https://www.eprofitguard.com/

